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Turning Marx on his head 



Towards the commodification of everything 

   Capitalism ushers in 
 “ a time when the very things which ‘till then 

had been communicated ,but never 
exchanged, given but never sold, acquired 
but never bought-virtue, love, conviction, 
knowledge- finally passed into commerce 
where everything moral of physical is 
brought to the market” 

   Karl Marx The Poverty of Philosophy [1847] 



Runnymede June 1215 



The cultural commons 

•  “A book is the author’s property, ‘tis the child of his 
inventions, the brat of his brain; if he sells his 
property, it then becomes the right of the 
purchaser; if not .’tis his own” [Daniel Defoe] 

•  1710 The Statute of Anne gives ‘authors and 
proprietors’ of book exclusive rights for 28 years 

•  versus 
•  “science and learning are in their nature publici juri 

[belonging to the public by right] and they ought to 
be as free and general as air or water” [Lord 
Camden 1774] 



Commons were simultaneously 

 Spaces- material and imaginative 
 Resources- common pool resources 

considered essential for well being  
 Relations- managed access and use 
 Rights-guarantees of  equal entitlement 



Enclosure 

•  Enclosure was the primary engine of 
accumulation involving 

•  - the privatisation of common resources  
•  - forceful exclusion and expulsion 



The industrial contradiction 

•  The physical concentration of workers in 
factories, offices and high density housing 

•  + 
•  The spread of ‘general intelligence’  
•  = 
•  The conditions for mass mobilisation 



Chartist demonstration on Kennington 
Common 1848 



May Day Uppsala 2012 



The Administered Commons 



Producing consumption 

•  “Production produces consumption not 
only objectively but also subjectively. 
Production thus creates the consumer” 

•  The Grundrisse 1857-8 
•  “This finished form of the world of 

commodities is the very thing which veils 
instead of disclosing the social character 
of labour” Capital Volume 1  1867 



Commodities as fetishes 



Fetishes-key characteristics 

•  (1) Their origins are obscured or unclear –
they appear fully formed  

•  (2) They promise to intervene in personal 
lives 



The promotional complex 

Combining histories of media and retailing we see 
The increasing promotional enclosure of 

everyday life  
 consumption ceases to be a distinct and separate 

sphere and become a ubiquitous and immersive 
dimension of everyday living 

 The identity of consumer becomes the central 
identity marginalising the identities of citizen and 
worker. 



Producing consumption 
•  MEDIA                                RETAIL                    PRINCIPLE 
•  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
•  Press                                  markets                   Separation 
•  Classified ads                   local shops 
•  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
•  Visual posters                   department               Display 
•  Cinema                              stores                                          
•  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
•  Network                             supermarkets            Flow 
•  Broadcasting                                                              
•  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
•  Cable                                  malls                         integration 
•  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
•  Web 1.0                 branded environments         Interactvity 
•  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
•  Web 2.0                           networks                     Prosumption 



separation 



Enclosure- department stores 



Display- theatres of consumption 



Flow-managed choice 



Integration-the mall 



Integration- multi channel 
Television 



exploitation 

is a structural category defined     
by asymmetric exchange . 



What do Prosumers Give ? 

•  - time and attention - opportunity costs  
•  - personal data  
•  - talent / skills 
•  - education / training 
•  - costs of production–materials, workplace 



What do they get in return? 

•  INTRINSIC SATISFACTION 
•  ESTEEM -enhanced reputation / status/ 

visibility 
•  OPPORTUNITY- improved chances of 

becoming a professional practitioner 
•  MONEY - payment 



Friendship as labour 

“  Dubit believe that you are the 
best people to promote 
brands ,products and services-
not celebrity endorsed 
television ads—Dubit insider 
lets young people aged 7-24 
do exactly this…you will work 
with some of the UK’s top 
brands. You can use this 
experience to enhance your 
CV and even earn yourself a 
little cash, as well as a few 
freebies...All you have to do is 
tell your friends about the 
brands YOU love!” 



Fluvog Footwear 

   “You ideas could become actual shoes! 
    Open Source Footwear works like Open Source 

Software: anyone can contribute and the best ideas get 
real recognition 

    Nobody gets paid for designs because nobody owns 
them…your design becomes public domain, freely 
available to all. We might use the whole thing ,or only a 
part. This keeps everything fair. Having said that, if 
you’re chosen ,we’ll send you a free pair” 



The rewards of recognition 

   “The Zaza is the 12th Chosen 
submission to Fluevog’s Open 
Source Footwear.All previous 
Chosen Fluevogs ,and the 
glorious abundance of 
submissions cane be see at 
www.opensourcefootware.com 



Playing with value 



The digital contradiction 

     networking 
     + 
     digital intelligence 
     = 
     new mobilisations 



The occupy movement 



Counter developments 

•  Alongside the Accelerating commercialisation and 
corporate capture- concentration, immersive 
advertising, copyright, net neutrality 

•  We see  

•  The expansion of the digital gift economies- the 
principle of reciprocity, vernacular production. 

•  The revivification of public cultural institutions- from 
place to space, event to gateway, the democratisation of 
expertise 



From prices to reciprocities 



Rethinking public goods: Digitalising 
public institutions 

•  From place to space- ‘museums without 
walls’ 

•  From fixed schedules to flexible access 
•  From events to gateways 
•  From professional monopolies to popular 

participation 
•  From national services to global resources 



Collaborative production 



CONSUMERS/CITIZENS/ COMMUNARDS 

•  CAPITAL                            STATE                             CIVIL SOCIETY 

•  COMMODITIES           PUBLIC GOODS                            GIFTS 

•  PRICES                               TAXES                            RECIPROCITIES 

•  CONSUMERS                  CITIZENS                           COMMUNARDS 

•  PERSONAL                SHARED ACCESS                  CO-CREATION 
•  POSSESSION 

•  LIBERTY                          EQUALITY                             MUTUALITY 



The struggle for the digital 
commons 

COMMODITIES               PUBLIC GOODS 

                           GIFTS 


